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Dear Parents,
The Board and College of Teachers would like to
update you with the little information we have
regarding the re-opening of school and the
potential impact on term dates.
At this point Michael Oak is obliged to follow all the
recommendations set out by the Minister of Basic
Education. NAISA (National Alliance of Independent
School Associations) of which SAFWS (the South
African Federation of Waldorf Schools) and ISASA
(Independent Schools of South Africa) are
members, has made an urgent submission to the
Minister to clarify the conditions that apply to the
opening of independent schools.
As soon as ISASA and the SAFWS know the
outcome of the NAISA submission we will be
informed but in the interim, we are starting to
prepare for re-opening and re-admitting pupils
from the 1st June 2020. There are many conflicting
issues that need to be considered including safety
of our learners, teachers and broader community
as well as the impact on learning outcomes, family
life, finances and holidays. We are carefully
weighing up various options while at the same
time working to ensure the school has necessary
procedures in place to manage campus hygiene
and transmission risk. What we do know at this
stage is that the school re-opening will occur in a
phased approach, starting with our matrics. We
have yet to decide which classes will come back
next and the exact format for tuition. In the interim
(month of May) we will continue with remote
learning until we have better guidance from the
Minister and our relevant stakeholder groups.
The School’s Finance Committee and Crisis
Committee have been in regular contact over this
time, keeping the school and our community’s
financial well-being at the heart of all matters
discussed. We would like to express our grateful
thanks to those parents who are able to continue
— to Page 2
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Play: Where it All Begins
Dear Michael Oak Community
So much of our ‘normal’ has been thrown into disarray and our foundations
shaken. As teachers we have been faced with the huge task of completely
rearranging the way we teach. We strive to find ways to connect with our
classes and find ways for them to connect with their work. It has made me
think a lot about education and our approach in Waldorf schools.
In the quest to build strong and healthy foundations for life, the answers are
often found in the simplest things. For the young child this can be none other
than play. Free, self-driven play that is deeply enriched with imagination and
fantasy. Yes, from time to time interruptions to this are important. There is
place for activities that stimulate motor skill development through crafts,
movement and purposeful work – sweeping, washing, cooking. Song, verse
and stories help to nurture and inspire creative play and imagination as well
as language and listening skills.
Play is where physical and social development begins, where a connection and
relationship with nature and the world begins. Insight into and knowledge of
the world takes hold here for the first time in a subtle and unconscious but
meaningful way. I love how there are threads that gently connect all that is
learned in a Waldorf school from Playgroup to Matric.
In the early childhood years, for example, the children will hear of Mother
Earth in her deep warm, earthy cave. In Autumn she calls her gnomes to
collect the seed babies – it is getting cold and it is time for them to go to sleep.
She tucks them into safe warm beds. When the earth grows warmer and Lady
Spring calls, these seed babies are fed nourishing root soup so that they can
— to Page 2
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paying school fees during these unusual
times. Similarly, we would like to express
our deep gratitude to the teaching
community for the huge effort they have
been making to ensure distance learning
is delivered. We have been working hard at
cutting or reducing costs wherever we can
but have many fixed and unavoidable
costs that need to be met to ensure the
continuity of our school. We may be able
to pass on cost savings to our community
when these become clearer later in the
year; please bear with us as we manage
our way through these next few months.
We ask for your continued support to keep
Michael Oak running so we can open our
doors again when the time comes. Should
you be experiencing financial difficulty, or
you anticipate it as a possibility in the near
future, or have any financial concerns
please contact Pam at
pschneider@michaeloak.org.za as soon as
possible. We do have financial assistance
procedures in place for the different needs
you may have. Together we will explore
how best we can continue to support all
families during this challenging time.
Rest assured we will communicate with
you as soon as we have further clarity
from the Minister of Basic Education.
Kind regards

These are images that the children can relate to and enlivens the imagination to further
their play. They also gently lay a foundation, a thread, that is carried into Primary School.
Here the earth and plants are looked at and explored in a different way through Main
Lessons like farming or gardening and plant studies. A different picture is given here but
always by creative means and with real, hands on experience. The thread continues into
High School, a faraway land from the Playgroup, where the science within plants is explored
and analysed and thinking is really put to the test. How wonderful to have had this warm,
creative build up. I always find such beauty in that.
The same can be said for other subjects, for maths, geography and so on. Foundations are
gently laid in the early years in an integrated way through play, song, story, craft,
purposeful work, free exploration and play. All held in the warm embrace of the
Kindergarten environment.
For me the heart of it lies in connection and relationship. Whatever the age of the child,
whatever stage of development they are in, it is the relationship between the child and the
work or content they are learning that makes the difference, and of course the relationship
the teacher has with the work and most importantly the child. It is the connection that
inspires the real deeper learning and understanding. The information is readily available,
but connection and relationship take time, energy, commitment and love.
And so now, we find ourselves in this most unusual set of circumstances where our ability
and capacity to connect is being tested more than ever. The task is to find that real
connection to the other despite the physical distance, and also to use this time to find that
connection with our own selves on a deeper or perhaps higher level. Easier said than done.
A verse often said with the children in the Kindergarten:
The earth is firm beneath my feet
The sun shines bright above
And here I stand so straight and strong
All things to know and love.
With warm wishes for this challenging turn in our journey,

College of Teachers
and Board of Trustees

CLASS SEVEN

grow. They sew beautiful coloured clothes to wear for when they grow up above the earth
as flowers.

Alison Tobler — Playgroup Teacher

Poetry

Haikus by Gabriel

Poems and artwork by Susan
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My Toekoms

Our Matrics write for us
Hi. My name is Sharna
and I am in matric at
Michael Oak. I started at
Michael Oak in Grade 1
and have been here ever
since.
Waldorf is such an
amazing community to
belong to. I have
received support and
love from more people, students and teachers
than I can count. Through tough times Michael
Oak has supported me and cared about me.
I have a brother in Grade 5. He is happy and
healthy in the creative world Waldorf supplies. The
older I get the more I appriciate the true gifts of
Waldorf. The family and community it has
created.
I am thankful to every teacher, especially those
forging forwards during lock down. Sending all my
love and thanks to this truly wonderful family
called Waldorf.

Wanneer ek my doktorsgraad in Geskiedenis verwerf sal ek die wêreld deur reis en
‘n boek skryf oor al die magiese historiese plekke wat ek besoek het.
Eerstens wil ek Perth, Skotland besoek. Ek wil die antieke kasteel vir sy ryk erfenis
besoek. Ek is seker die ou klipmure sal selfs indrukwekkender vertoon indien ek self
daarna kyk. Ook wil ek met my oom en tannie die die Rivier Tay besoek. Die rivier is
wêreldbekend vir sy salm. My oom is ‘n sjef en is alom bekend vir sy watertandlekker
salm disse.
Daarna wil ek Athene, die hoofstad van Griekeland besoek. Ek het my lewe lank
stories oor Griekse mitologie gelees en verlief op Athene, die Godin van Wysheid en
Oorlog, geraak. Ook sal ek die Tempel van Athene besoek, want dit is hier waar die
lewenswerke van die Godin uitgestal word.
Ek is opgewonde om Pompeii, Italie te besoek. Meer as 1900 jaar gelede het die
berg Vesuvius (‘n vulkaan op die eiland) uitgebars en die stad onder 6 meter as
begrawe. Ek het saans van Pompeii gedroom en nou kan ek dit werklik besoek. Die
stad het ‘n museum wat die geskiedenis van die berg Vesuvius in ‘n kort video
verduidelik en dit sal baie nuttig vir my boek wees.
Na al hierdie besoeke sal ek my boek publiseer met foto’s van myself voor al hierdie
magiese, historiese besienswaardighede. Nadat ek my eerste boek gepubliseer
het,sal ek weer reis en meer van die wêreld te sien kry en ‘n tweede boek skryf.
Eers moet ek my Doktorsgraad voltooi. Ai, my toekoms lyk rooskleurig.
Sharna Graham Matriek 2020

Sharna Graham

CLASS SEVEN

Die son staan stil, die wind loei en die bome skryf teen die kreukelose lug. Die
klaskamer is warm en bedompig. Ek sit stoksielalleen in die klas. My gedagtes begin
dwaal…

Poetry

Poem and artwork by Giselle

Three Haikus by Jasper

Alphabet Poem by Daniel
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CLASS 11 MAIN LESSON – HISTORY OF THE MIDDLE AGES

The First 3-weeks of COVID-Closedown main-lesson for Class 11 is
just about over, and we have covered more than 1500 years of
medieval history during that short time. Of course, this was not
the only challenge….
In the real-life classroom, the teacher catches the intent gaze, the
dreamy expression, the anxious grimace, the confused knitting of
brows, the shuffling, the focus; the teacher’s presence embraces
the hearts and minds of the class, and the teacher conjures,
weaves, breathes and teases understanding and connection, and
stretches and reaches for the “aha!” moments of inspiration.
The teaching process is a subtle inter-connectedness, with
intricate feedback, and non-verbal inter-communication, that no
robot is ever going to be able to mimic.
Or so I’ve now experimentally proven..! We all intuit that
communicating in a group through a screen is not the same thing
as being present in person with others. It’s like sculpting a clay
rose with heavy construction gloves on.

Nevertheless, I, and the class generally, I hope, have had a good
time; been challenged and stimulated, and been given an insight
into the medieval consciousness that echoes from a different (yet
also strangely similar) time and place. History in the high school,
ideally, seeks not so much to look at the nuts and bolts (facts and
dates) of a time but, also, to reach behind these and seek for a
deeper meaning of the age under scrutiny and to become aware
of the evolution of consciousness in humanity.
Did this “aha!” happen for most? It was hard to tell on the screen,
but the punctuality, the basically full attendance, and the bookwork WhatsApped to me, show that they seemed to have had
good reason to rise early and willingly (dare I even say,
enthusiastically) from their warm teenage beds every morning to
attend on G-Meet and to keep coming back for more…
Graham Scannell

Class 11 Main Lesson –
History of the Middle Ages

The Middle Ages arose from the
ruins of the Roman Empire

KINDERGARTEN
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Class 9 Geography
Main Lesson
For the past three weeks the Class 9 Geography Main Lesson
students have studied micro-changes to landforms around us.
Early on they watched an evocative video clip titled 'How
wolves change rivers' (see link below). Narrated by the
environmental and political activist writer George Monbiot,
this looked at the positive change that the reintroduction of
wolves made to Yellowstone National Park.
The students then used an opportunity to write reflectively on
their own observations and relationship with nature.
This piece is by Claire de Villiers.

Kommetjie Beach
river's strength and depth started to
dwindle. Soon it was only a puddle. But it
was not the only thing affected by the
drought, The small plants that covered the
dunes started do deplete. At this point the
dunes started to get smaller and the sand
got more unstable. Eventually it got to a
point when no one was allowed to walk on
the dunes in order to keep the mini
ecosystem from collapsing entirely, and
keep many small creatures from being
rendered homeless.This effort was
successful although it is still practiced to
this day. The river has started to return
although it is smaller.

I have spent hours of my life at Kommetjie
beach. It has had a few drastic and not so
drastic changes, caused by the climate,
humans and the ocean. Kommetjie is a
long dune-lined beach with a few rock
pools dotted along the shore. There was a
small river flowing between the houses
and a few dunes.
A few years ago before the drought
struck, the river was strong flowing and
knee deep at its shallowest points, but is
quite polluted as it flows through Ocean
View, a township that despite all the
attempts of the community has not got
the proper facilities to keep the river
clean. But as the weather started getting
hotter and the rain fell less and less, the

The rock pools are pretty much the same
although one or two disappear and

reappear from time to time. This is caused
mostly by erosion and lack of kelp growth
further out to sea which helps keep the
sand stable. Which can be caused by any
number of things form storms to humanmade disturbances. Which affects the way
the rock pools are formed and how they
disappear .Pollution affects the animals,
the animals affect the way the plants
grow,the plants affect how the sand
moves and the sand affects the homes of
the animals. Then the animals die, and it is
a never ending circle, unless humans
make a change to the way we live. We will
not only affect the animals and plants but
also the physical structures of our earth.
Claire de Villiers -- Class 9

The following short videos have been
part of Class 9's reference material:

KINDERGARTEN
Making a Pom Pom Mouse
... in seven easy steps
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Books for the Fair

Lockdown Project

Just watch a family going for a walk with a three-year old setting
the pace... May we all have time to notice the little things along
the way...

Lockdown Project:

Is it time to read The Hobbit again?. Or Lord of the Rings? And then
put them aside for the bookstall at the Fair, please.

A hamster cage built by Mia Lunau-Johns
(with a little bit of help from Marc, her dad)

Derina.

Manenberg Food
Support
UPDATE
Manenberg community is rallying together
with groups of people doing clean ups in areas
that were previously dumping grounds, soup
kitchen springing up, churches and mosques
offering food, sandwiches and food parcels
going out and sharing of resources. Yesterday,
Samekoms people collected 3 HUGE pots of
hot soup from Woodstock Breweries (they are
looking for volunteers to chop vegetables).
Samekoms are working hard every day to
distribute food.
There is also a need for electricity, fuel, and
toiletries which is where the latest donations
will be going.
For more info contact fiona@clipclop.co.za /
083 264 9142

Meals Menu for Home Orders
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Learn Sign Language at Home!
Michael Oak parent Emma McKinney
has made a series of short videos for
anyone who would like to learn sign
language at home during lockdown.

Part 1

Part 2

The first five videos can be accessed by
clicking on the images below. The
videos are intended to be used in
sequence.

Part 4

Part 3

Part 5

Thank You, Emma, for making these available to our community!

From the Michael Oak

ARCHIVES

Class 2 — Online recorder Lesson with music
teacher Kristal Willemse

50 YEARS AGO
This photo of five sets of twins all at Michael Oak appeared
in the Cape Argus in 1970.

“To create a little ﬂower is
the labour of ages.”
William Blake

Identified so far are David and Lucy-May Rule sitting on the
top step. Lucy-May (now Holzhausen) lives in New Zealand.
We would appreciate any help in identifying the other children
in the photograph.
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CLASS 2

ART LESSON

On Friday morning Class 2's experienced their
first art lesson online. We found two items in the
house to use to help us draw two circles. The
inner circle represents who we are and what we
enjoy doing. The theme for the outer circle is
new life, growth and joy — this was shown
through different things in nature such as
mountains, water, trees and animals etc.
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OPINION

‘Zoom fatigue’ is taxing the brain.
Here’s why that happens.

Video calls seemed an elegant solution to remote work,
but they wear on the psyche in complicated ways.
by Julia Sklar

Jodi Eichler-Levine finished teaching a class over Zoom on April 15,
and she immediately fell asleep in the guest bedroom doubling as
her office. The religion studies professor at Lehigh University in
Pennsylvania says that while teaching is always exhausting, she
has never “conked out” like that before.

Multi-person screens magnify this exhausting problem. Gallery view
—where all meeting participants appear Brady Bunch-style
—challenges the brain’s central vision, forcing it to decode so many
people at once that no one comes through meaningfully, not even
the speaker.

Until recently, Eichler-Levine was leading live classes full of people
whose emotions she could easily gauge, even as they navigated
difficult topics—such as slavery and the Holocaust—that demand a
high level of conversational nuance and empathy. Now, like
countless people around the world, the COVID-19 pandemic has
thrust her life into a virtual space. In addition to teaching remotely,
she’s been attending a weekly department happy hour, an artsand-crafts night with friends, and a Passover seder—all over the
videoconferencing app Zoom. The experience is taking a toll.

“We’re engaged in numerous activities, but never fully devoting
ourselves to focus on anything in particular,” says Franklin.
Psychologists call this continuous partial attention, and it applies
as much to virtual environments as it does to real ones. Think of
how hard it would be to cook and read at the same time. That's the
kind of multi-tasking your brain is trying, and often failing, to
navigate in a group video chat.

“It's almost like you're emoting more because you're just a little
box on a screen,” Eichler-Levine says. “I’m just so tired.”
So many people are reporting similar experiences that it’s earned
its own slang term, Zoom fatigue, though this exhaustion also
applies if you’re using Google Hangouts, Skype, FaceTime, or any
other video-calling interface. The unprecedented explosion of their
use in response to the pandemic has launched an unofficial social
experiment, showing at a population scale what’s always been
true: virtual interactions can be extremely hard on the brain.
“There's a lot of research that shows we actually really struggle
with this,” says Andrew Franklin, an assistant professor of
cyberpsychology at Virginia’s Norfolk State University. He thinks
people may be surprised at how difficult they’re finding video calls
given that the medium seems neatly confined to a small screen
and presents few obvious distractions.

Zoom gloom
Humans communicate even when they’re quiet. During an inperson conversation, the brain focuses partly on the words being
spoken, but it also derives additional meaning from dozens of nonverbal cues, such as whether someone is facing you or slightly
turned away, if they’re fidgeting while you talk, or if they inhale
quickly in preparation to interrupt.
These cues help paint a holistic picture of what is being conveyed
and what’s expected in response from the listener. Since humans
evolved as social animals, perceiving these cues comes naturally to
most of us, takes little conscious effort to parse, and can lay the
groundwork for emotional intimacy.
However, a typical video call impairs these ingrained abilities, and
requires sustained and intense attention to words instead. If a
person is framed only from the shoulders up, the possibility of
viewing hand gestures or other body language is eliminated. If the
video quality is poor, any hope of gleaning something from minute
facial expressions is dashed.
“For somebody who’s really dependent on those non-verbal cues, it
can be a big drain not to have them,” Franklin says. Prolonged eye
contact has become the strongest facial cue readily available, and
it can feel threatening or overly intimate if held too long.

This leads to problems in which group video chats become less
collaborative and more like siloed panels, in which only two people
at a time talk while the rest listen. Because each participant is
using one audio stream and is aware of all the other voices,
parallel conversations are impossible. If you view a single speaker
at a time, you can’t recognize how non-active participants are
— to Page 12
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‘Zoom fatigue’
— from Page 11
behaving—something you would normally pick up with peripheral vision.
For some people, the prolonged split in attention creates a perplexing sense
of being drained while having accomplished nothing. The brain becomes
overwhelmed by unfamiliar excess stimuli while being hyper-focused on
searching for non-verbal cues that it can’t find.
That’s why a traditional phone call may be less taxing on the brain, Franklin
says, because it delivers on a small promise: to convey only a voice.

Zoom boon
By contrast, the sudden shift to video calls has been a boon for people who
have neurological difficulty with in-person exchanges, such as those with
autism who can become overwhelmed by multiple people talking.
John Upton, an editor at the New Jersey-based news outlet Climate Central,
recently found out he is autistic. Late last year, he was struggling with the
mental load of attending packed conferences, engaging during in-person
meetings, and navigating the small-talk that’s common in work places. He
says these experiences caused “an ambiguous tension, a form of anxiety.”
As a result, he suffered a bout of autistic burnout and struggled to process
complicated information—which he says is normally his strength—leading to
feelings of helplessness and futility. To combat the issue, he began
transitioning to working mostly from home and stacking all in-person
meetings on Thursdays, to get them out of the way.
Now that the pandemic has pushed his coworkers to be remote as well, he
has observed their video calls lead to fewer people talking and less filler
conversation at the beginning and end of each meeting. Upton says his
sense of tension and anxiety has been reduced to the point of being
negligible.
This outcome is supported by research, says the University of Québec
Outaouais’s Claude Normand, who studies how people with developmental
and intellectual disabilities socialize online. People with autism tend to have
difficulty understanding when it’s their turn to speak in live conversations,
she notes. That’s why the frequent lag between speakers on video calls may
actually help some autistic people. “When you're Zooming online, it's clear
whose turn it is to talk,” Normand says.
However, other people on the autism spectrum may still struggle with video
chatting, as it can exacerbate sensory triggers such as loud noise and bright
lights, she adds.
On the whole, video chatting has allowed human connections to flourish in
ways that would have been impossible just a few years ago. These tools
enable us to maintain long-distance relationships, connect workrooms
remotely, and even now, in spite of the mental exhaustion they can generate,
foster some sense of togetherness during a pandemic.
It’s even possible Zoom fatigue will abate once people learn to navigate the
mental tangle video chatting can cause. If you’re feeling self-conscious or
overstimulated, Normand recommends you turn off your camera. Save your
energy for when you absolutely want to perceive the few non-verbal cues
that do come through, such as during the taxing chats with people you don’t
know very well, or for when you want the warm fuzzies you get from seeing
someone you love. Or if it’s a work meeting that can be done by phone, try
walking at the same time.
“Walking meetings are known to improve creativity, and probably reduce
stress as well,” Normand says.

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/
2020/04/coronavirus-zoom-fatigue-is-taxing-thebrain-here-is-why-that-happens/

CAN I ASSIST
YOU?
Challenging times have made us all question
and rethink how we spend our time, how we
interact, how we earn our money and how
we care for our planet.
I have been travelling overseas for 23 years
now to do care work to earn my daily bread.
Who knows when I will be able to continue
with this.
So … time to adjust and be pro-active …
I am willing to help in a multitude of ways as
soon as we are allowed:
• Pack up and organise transport to move;
• Help with any admin – I have excellent
typing skills, I write well and I have basic
computer skills. I could type scripts,
theses etc;
• I could pack away your summer clothes
and freshen up your winter ones in
preparation;
• Start a vege garden for you;
• Take your children to and from school;
• Take an elderly person to appointments,
shopping etc.;
• Bake bread.
You name it, I could attempt it. My hourly
rate could be negotiable.
I am now 68, fit, active and willing. I was the
Secretary at Michael Oak School for 12 years
and then became their Fundraiser for 5
years many moons ago.
To contact me:
Heather Young
email: heathersusan501@gmail.com
cell:

071 393 5527

When you work you are a flute through whose
heart the whispering of the hours turns to
music
Which of you would be a reed, dumb and silent,
when all else sings together in unison?
Kahlil Gibran – The Prophet
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Community Notices
Please send all adverts to leaflet@michaeloak.org.za

TUTOR REQUIRED
Seeking (live in) tutor for Michael Oak Class 2 child. Available accommodation is within
walking distance of Michael Oak, and could be in the family home or in a one room on
property cottage in leafy garden. Tutoring 2 weeks of the month in exchange for room and
board. WhatsApp Serai +27 84 605 2022.

NB: Adverts will only be published for a maximum of 3 insertions per term.

DEADLINE for all adverts is Thursday 12 noon

FOR RENT: WELL‐APPOINTED FLAT
Within a beautiful Victorian home in Upper Kenilworth with spacious, light living room with
cast iron, wood burning fireplace and desk; kitchen/dining room with large table; bedroom
with en-suite shower. Fully furnished and serviced weekly with utilities included (+ fibre).
Covered off-street parking with optimum security. Situated on short, quiet street, 2mins
walk from Kenilworth Main Rd shops and Kenilworth Station. Access to family garden and
pool. Suitable for mature business person or academic. Rate R11000/month Available
immed. Contact Natalie Dorward 072 429 2534 natalie@nataliedorward.com
Address: Brendan House, 6 Selwyn Road, Kenilworth, 7708

COTTAGE TO RENT CLOSE TO MICHAEL OAK
Lovely, secure, spacious, unfurnished, 60sqm attached cottage available from 1 May 2020.
1 bedroom, 1 bathroom with shower. In Harfield Village, opposite Purley Park. Short walk
(900m) from Michael Oak. Off street parking for 2 cars. R8800 per month. Uncapped fibre
WiFi included. Pre-paid
electricity. Non smoker. Pet
friendly for a cat or fish.
View images: bit.ly/
harfieldcottage.
Contact Naschenka
Whatsapp: 073 471 6862 or
naschenka@gmail.com

ADVERTISING IN THE LEAFLET: Donations for Community Notices
Please note that all advertisers are expected to offer a contribution to our Bursary Fund. Minimum donation R30. Please use these bank details for EFT transfers:
Standard Bank, Branch: 02510900.

Acc. No.: 071885382 Acc Name: Michael Oak School Fundraising.

Adverts will only be published in the Leaflet for a maximum of 3 insertions per term.

All events and term dates subject to conﬁrmation

Opinions in the Leaflet belong to the contributors, and are not necessarily those of the school.
ALL advertisements must be sent to leaflet@michaeloak.org.za.

Editor: Charles Abbott

To receive the email edition of the Leaflet please email cabbott@michaeloak.org.za

Ref: ‘Leaflet-Ad’

